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Today’s Webinar

• Maggie Clark, Senior State Health Policy Analyst, Georgetown Center 

for Children and Families and Former Sarasota Herald-Tribune Health 

Care Reporter

• Felicia Burnett, Senior Campaign Director of Health Care, MomsRising

• Hillarie Hagen, Outreach Specialist, Idaho Voices for Children

• Kaylan Szafranski, Health Reform Initiative Manager, EverThrive IL
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Why storytelling?

• Our brains are wired for it

• Helps us relate and empathize

• Adds context to data and facts

• Important part of an integrated plan
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The storytelling journey
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Strategizing

Collecting

Creation

Sharing

Vetting

Maintaining 

relationships



An evolution…

• From print to digital;

• from stories to testimonials;

• from a one-off project to an ongoing effort;

• all with increasing access to information—and also more to break 

through.
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Common challenges…

Time intensive…

Don’t have dedicated staff…

Hard to diversify…

Can’t find that elusive story…

Hard to control…
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investment up front pays off later.

make it everyone’s job.

bring partners on to help. 

a range is important.

authenticity is a good thing.

…solutions & benefits 



Maggie Clark
Senior State Health Policy Analyst, 

Georgetown Center for Children and 

Families

Former Sarasota Herald-Tribune 

Health Care Reporter

A Reporter’s 

Perspective
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Bringing a Face to Managed Care in the Media
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medicaid.heraldtribune.com/

http://medicaid.heraldtribune.com/


Highlight multiple perspectives

• Break stereotypes

• Identify non-traditional narrators
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Go where the people are
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Take essential steps

• Vet, vet, vet

• Be transparent
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Keep in touch
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Lower barriers for media
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Make your stories newsworthy

• Can you sum up your story into one declarative sentence with a verb? 

(Margot Sanger-Katz)

• Tap into existing storylines: re-use during relevant times
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Felicia Burnett
Senior Campaign Director of Health Care, 

MomsRising

Storyteller Turned 

Story Collector 
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MomsRising: Harnessing the Power of Storytelling
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Be thoughtful in your approach

• This. Is. Personal. 

• Draw on your own experiences when 

talking with people

• Lift up an intersection of people: 

reach those who don’t have the 

privilege of reaching out to you

• Remember that no one lives in a 

single issue area
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Find a formula that works for you

• Build storytelling into everything you do

• To get a story, share a story

• Keep in mind: one person with a story knows 10 people with a story

• Localize your story collection

• Consider targeted Facebook buys
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Cover the bases

• Prep your 

storyteller

• Know their 

general views on 

your issues

• Make sure you 

have permissions 

from all parties
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Keep it up

• Think of how to extend your 

stories beyond their current 

format

• Fights are cyclical: stay in 

touch

• With the right storyteller, the 

same story never gets old
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Hillarie Hagen
Outreach Specialist,

Idaho Voices for Children

Digital Strategies for 

Storytelling
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A Year of Focused Story Collection
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Leverage digital platforms to collect stories

• Utilize email action tool

• Join Facebook groups (but be 

respectful!)

• Host Facebook story collections 

days and weeks

• Use stories to get more stories

• Develop a user-friendly collection 

form on website
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Email action on site

Story form on site



Also leverage digital to share and extend

• Learn the algorithm and work 

around it

• Link to stories in your emails to 

candidates

• Boost your stories on Facebook

• Develop a digital storybook (but 

don’t forget print!)

• Request a tele-conference for 

elected officials/storytellers who 

can’t meet in person
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Also leverage digital to share and extend

• Learn the algorithm and work 

around it

• Link to stories in your emails to 

candidates

• Boost your stories on Facebook

• Develop a digital storybook (but 

don’t forget print!)

• Request a tele-conference for 

elected officials/storytellers who 

can’t meet in person
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Experiment and track your results
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Static post 

performance



Experiment and track your results
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Video post 

performance
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Kaylan Szafranski
Health Reform Initiative Manager,

EverThrive IL

Harnessing the

Power of a Coalition
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Storytelling from the Ground Up

33IamMedicaidIL.org Launch



Lay the groundwork for a process

• Work through existing field teams and networks

• Leverage existing sites and processes

• Establish workgroups

• Enlist partners who will push back
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Aim for authenticity

• Push beyond third person

• Strive for video content (but 

keep a backup option)

• Always co-create

• Recognize opportunities for 

people to empower themselves

• Remember: this isn’t a story, it’s 

a person
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Be strategic

• Think in themes

• Extend knowledge

• Use story collection to break 

through to new/less engaged 

partners
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Be willing to take it slow

• Invest in relationship-building

• Incorporate relational vetting

• Be respectful, not transactional

• It’s not a race to the finish: it’s 

about telling thoughtful stories

• Consider soft launch
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Resources

• GMMB storytelling guidance one-pager to come

• MomsRising Guide to Engaging With the Media for Storytellers 

(English and Spanish) 
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Questions?
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Thank you, and good luck!
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